KERRADECO
DECORATIVE WALLS

At VOX we believe that a real freedom
begins at home, and the interior is
more about your individual needs
and lifestyle rather than a specific
style. That is why we inspire, advise
and provide comprehensive
interior design solutions - matched
collections of furniture, doors, floors
and decorative walls.
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VOX
DESIGNERS

We know that the more talented
the people, the greater their ideas.
That’s why when we work on our
collections we invite talented
designers to join our creative
search. In this way, thoughts
and expectations materialize into
beautiful and useful products.
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NATALIA POLAKOWSKA

DANIL DANELIUK

IWONA ROSADA

Chief designer of Kerradeco patterns. Every day she connects design with the production process.
She emphasizes that she is constantly looking for inspiration and that she loves what she does.
She is motivated by the fact that her work improves the closest human environment. She adheres
to the principle that the designer must listen to the customers, understand their needs and think
of their interiors. She likes to look for effects not only in graphic motifs, but also in combinations of
various shades, structures and refractions of light. Kerradeco is the result of her daily observations
of the world and interpretation of trends.

A versatile artist who in his analytical approach to reality
always finds room for emotionality. When designing
Geometric patterns, he combines in an attractive way
colour intensity with a warm texture of fabrics. He believes
that thanks to the unique visual and tactile impressions
the customer can decide on the level of “emotionality”
of the space.

A designer who tries to understand the user. That is
why in her work she is guided primarily by empathy.
In interiors, she particularly appreciates the role
of fabrics - their ability to build mood and create
coziness. When creating modern check from the
Textile collection, she was inspired by the weaves
and colours of the original Scottish tweed.
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VOXBOX

Check out our VOXBOX interactive
platform. This is a simple and intuitive
online application for interior design.
Try different configurations and see
what your room can look like.
Share the project and show it to
your family and friends.
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KERRADECO.
WALL ANEW

Each interior has different
possibilities. Each one can create
an individual, inspiring atmosphere.
The modern Kerradeco decorative
walls, created by VOX stylists and
experts, makes walls cease to be part
of the background and integrates
into your lifestyle. A large palette of
decors and colours gives you endless
design option and the new, textures
provide a tactile touch sensation.
Kerradeco is not only aesthetically
pleasing but also has exceptional
technical qualities. Kerradeco is
non-flammable with enhanced
sound insulation and also impact
and moisture resistant
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STONE COLLECTION
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Stone is a symbol of everything that is timeless and durable.
For centuries it was synonymous with security. It was this that inspired us,
when creating the Stone collection. As a result our stone designs,
from marble and granite, to concrete are inspired by buildings and architecture.
Feel it! A characteristic feature of the designs from this collection
is the texture that is palpable to the touch,
reflecting the natural graininess and roughness of the stone.
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Desert Stone
135 x 29,5 cm

Stone Misty
135 x 29,5 cm | 270 x 29,5 cm

Stone Ivory
135 x 29,5 cm | 270 x 29,5 cm
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Terrazzo
135 x 29,5 cm
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Stone Moon
135 x 29,5 cm

Loft Concrete
135 x 29,5 cm
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Grey Stone
135 x 29,5 cm
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Stone Anthracite
135 x 29,5 cm | 270 x 29,5 cm

Loft Rusty
135 x 29,5 cm
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WOOD COLLECTION
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Wood introduces harmony to space, creates an atmosphere
and is a universal design option. In the Wood collection we have included
a whole palette of colours – from warm classics, through modern shades of grey and white,
to a range of vintage tones. Individual patterns also differ in the wood pattern.
Touch it! The touch and feel created by the wood texture, the wood grain, knots
and how we connect the boards all combine to recreate the natural beauty of wood.
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Wood Brandy
135 x 29,5 cm

Ash Wood
135 x 29,5 cm
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Oak Wood
135 x 29,5 cm

Nord Wood Gold
135 x 29,5 cm

Nord Wood Grey
135 x 29,5 cm
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Snowy Wood
135 x 29,5 cm

Wood Vintage
135 x 29,5 cm
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Concrete
135 x 29,5 cm | 270 x 29,5 cm

Wood Carbon
135 x 29,5 cm
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TEXTILE COLLECTION
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The fabric is an extremely inspiring material, which is why the Textile collection
is like a wardrobe. And in it - classic tweed, modern tartan and something retro can be found.
Colours are mostly subdued, but there is also a strong accent.
Regardless of how the pattern is created the overall effect is unique and cosy.
A pleasant, almost warm to the touch surface brings to mind
an authentic fabric weave. Check it yourself!
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Scotch
135 x 29,5 cm | 270 x 29,5 cm

Green Tartan
135 x 29,5 cm

Blue Tartan
135 x 29,5 cm
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Tweed
135 x 29,5 cm

Retro Grey
135 x 29,5 cm
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GRAPHICS COLLECTION
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There are interiors in which it is worth breaking with tradition.
With this in mind, our designers have developed a bold collection based on graphic motifs.
Geometry, monstery leaves, knitted weaves – everything new and unique. We have chosen
the best structure and patterns so you can touch and see the amazing effects
of combining geometric patterns and textiles.
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Geometric Cafe
135 x 29,5 cm

Geometric Green
135 x 29,5 cm

Geometric Light
135 x 29,5 cm
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The pattern consists of 4 designs. The carton contains 8 panels, 2 panels with each pattern.
They can be arranged in any configuration.

Knits Warm Grey
135 x 29,5 cm
Knits Cool Grey
135 x 29,5 cm
Knits Beige
135 x 29,5 cm
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Monstera
135 x 29,5 cm
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Houses
135 x 29,5 cm
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Concrete Art
270 x 29,5 cm
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UNICOLOUR COLLECTION
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We are increasingly looking for simplicity in our interiors, this is why our
Unicolour collection focuses on universal arrangements in monochrome
and original textures. The texture can be intimate like hand crafted paper,
smooth or visually stimulating with a dot effect. It gives each wall
a unique character. Choose your colour and decide which type of surface finish
will give the most interesting effects. Minimalism can be inspirational.
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Paper texture

Dots texture

SELECTED COLOUR, ANY TEXTURE

Flat texture

Each shade from the Unicolour collection can be combined with any of three textures:
Flat (smooth), Dots, Paper (replicating the touch and feel of handmade paper).
This guarantees a unique and individual interior.

Flat
texture
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Dots
texture

Paper
texture
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Light Grey
270 x 29,5 cm

Cold Light Grey
270 x 29,5 cm

Dark Cool Grey
270 x 29,5 cm

Pastel Green
270 x 29,5 cm

Summer Green
270 x 29,5 cm

Dark Graphite
270 x 29,5 cm

Pastel Blue
270 x 29,5 cm

Grey Blue
270 x 29,5 cm

Blue Sea
270 x 29,5 cm
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KERRADECO BIO
FOR TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

Warm White
270 x 29,5 cm

Cold Beige
270 x 29,5 cm

Dark Beige
270 x 29,5 cm

For projects requiring a technical and functional material we have
developed Kerradeco Bio series represented by the Bio White pattern.
The Kerradeco Bio White not only shares all the standard benefits
of the Kerradeco range but also has Bacteriostatic properties, which
allow their use in Hospitals, Doctors surgeries, beauty salons and
food processing areas.

Bio White
270 x 29,5 cm
300 x 29,5 cm

Coating
with
silver ions

THE HIGHEST LEVEL OF HYGIENE THANKS TO SILVER IONS
The highest level of hygiene thanks to silver ions. This unique element has the ability to bind bacterial enzymes,
which limits their multiplication, leading to their total extinction. In addition, the coating enriched with
nanoparticles does not undergo leach out and abrasion – its antiseptic effect remains unchanged
despite the daily operation of the coated surface.
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Cold Taupe
270 x 29,5 cm

Warm Taupe
270 x 29,5 cm

Pastel Pink
270 x 29,5 cm

Mustard Yellow
270 x 29,5 cm

Deep Warm Taupe
270 x 29,5 cm
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FOR BUSINESS
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Kerradeco offers a perfect solution for public and commercial spaces.
The variety of patterns and textures provide excellent showcase options for architects
and interior designers, and now we can offer personal and bespoke prints which will give
any cafe, hotel, office, beauty salons or corporate Head Office its own individual unique look.
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VERSATILE USE
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The unique combination of functional features and technical parameters means that the
Kerradeco wall system can be used in almost any conditions. Kerradeco works great
in spaces exposed to moisture, damage and intensive cleaning.
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GOOD INVESTEMENT
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A perfect example of the implementation of Kerradeco is showcased at Krynica Apartments.
The investor was looking for a system that could be installed quickly, with minimum disruption
or mess and would provide a personal and unique finish to each apartment.
“Kerradeco allowed me to renovate and commission the premises in twice
in less time than traditional materials. And its technical parameters guarantee
an amazing effect and, what is very important, use for many years“
– says Dariusz Labuda, owner of the Krynica Apartments.
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TECHNOLOGY

The exceptional aesthetic
and functional values of Kerradeco
are due to the Kerracore technology
used during production. It was
developed by technologists and
designers from VOX Research
and Development Center.
Since the creation of Kerracore
technology, we have been constantly
improving it, in line with the growing
expectations of our customers
and the changing reality. Creating
solutions which minimise our
impact on the environment is
one of our core values, that is why
we use recycled material as part
of our production process.
The result is a modern, safe
and durable polymer composite.
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GREAT POSSIBILITIES

1

4
PROTECTIVE PAINT
The panel is covered
matt varnish, which
protects the surface
against mechanical
damage, UV radiation
and allows to easily
remove any dirt from
the surface.

CORE
(FOAMED POLYMER)
The composite is made of
a specially selected mix of
minerals and polymers.
It is characterized by high
density and homogeneity,
which affects the high
strength of the product
and its resistance to
mechanical damage.

2
TOP LAYER
(HARD POLYMER)
Made of polymers
hardened, impact and
scratch resistant
with a thermally imprinted
structure that gives a
realistic and natural look.

3
OVERPRINT
High-quality overprint
made with innovative
digital printing technology
perfectly reproduces
natural materials such as
stone, wood or textiles.

The top layer of Kerradeco panels is a carrier of a thermally embossed pattern, finished with digital
printing. This design allows us to get the highest quality product with
a realistic texture. It is protected by a UV-cured varnish layer.
Kerradeco not only offers a wide range of patterns and designs, but now thanks to our advanced
digital technology we can offer bespoke individual designs personalized to your specific
requirements, e.g. company logo, graphic sign or photo. This is an ideal way to emphasize
the specificity of a business or the specific purpose of a given interior with arrangement.
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INSTALLATION
Board 1
Board

TIME SAVING
One of the many advantages to the Kerradeco system is how simple it is to apply to the wall. It offers so many
additional design options and because it is so quick to install it minimizes the lost time which is so important for
owners of investment properties, retail spaces, restaurants or hotels, where each additional day taken
to complete a project results in financial losses.

KERRADECO
40 MIN/M 2

WALLPAPER
65 MIN/M 2

Board 2,2,3,3,4,4...
…
Board

INSTALLATION
WITH ADHESIVE
Mounting on a stable surface
(concrete, tiles, plasterboard).
It is recommended to use
VOX universal adhesive,
Cat. No. 6004018 or other
one-component hybrid polymer
adhesives, solvent-free and
isocyanate-free.

1

CERAMIC TILES
125 MIN/M 2

1
1

For tiles, add drying
time of: 16 hours.

3 x 16 mm

WHAT YOU GAIN?
– two ways to install directly to the wall with an adhesive or on a wooden battens (with screws)
– easy to connect due to a tongue and groove system
– long and short side connection (for 270 and 300 cm long panels – connection on the long side)
– easy cutting
– install using standard carpentry tools
– clean installation
– simple, perfectly matched finishing trims (can be installed with or without finishing trims)
– use rooms immediately after the installation
– quick dismantling (in case of installation on a substructure)
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INSTALLATION
TO THE
WOODEN BATTENS
Installation using the wooden
battens is necessary when
the walls are uneven.
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NORM

TEST RESULT

UNIT

Low weight
Facilitates transport and mounting

5,4

kg/m2

Optimal format
It gives the possibility of lining the entire
height of the wall without the need for joining

300 x 29,5
270 x 29,5
135 x 29,5

cm

Water resistance.
Can also be used in the shower

Kerradeco products come in several formats, thanks to which
they can be easily adapted to the wall surface.
Full set of trims, 2.7 m long, available in two colours,
will provide the perfect finish to your walls.

EN 13245-1

not less than 20 (23,20)

J

Scratch resistance

EN 438-2 p.25

3
4

N
class

Incombustibility

EN 13501-1
BS 476 part 7

B-s3; d0
1

class

Sound insulation
Comparable to drywall

EN ISO 140-4
EN ISO 717-1

Less than Rw = 60

dB

Heat conduction
Thermal insulation comparable to
a 5.6 mm foam board

EN 12664

λ = 0,065

W/(m·K)

Resistance to UV rays

EN ISO 4892-2
EN 20105-102

Not less than
3 on a gray scale

scale

Security
Low global migration to food substances

EN 1186-1
EN 1186-3
EN 1186-14

Ethanol 10%: < 0,3
3% acetic acid: 7,8 ±0,9
Ethanol 95%: 0,3 ±0,1

mg/dm3

A-01
Starting trim

A-02
Internal angle

6 mm

6 mm
17,4 mm

A-03
External angle - 1

A-05
Upper trim

6 mm
Lead and tin free

6 mm

13,8 mm

Recycled product
100% recyclable

COLOURS

Certainty
10-year guarantee on the product
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PANELS

ACCESORIES

Impact resistance

Does not emit harmful substances

m

m
FEATURE

PRODUCT AND ACCESSORIES
1350 / 2700 / 3000 mm

PRODUCT PARAMETERS

295 mm

Kerradeco finishing trims available in
two colours will provide the perfect
finish to your walls.
ISO 16000

A+

class

Silver

Champagne
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LIST OF DECORS
STONE

WOOD
AVAILABLE TEXTURES

Stone

Wood

135 x 29,5 cm
270 x 29,5 cm

135 x 29,5 cm
270 x 29,5 cm

135 x 29,5 cm

135 x 29,5 cm

135 x 29,5 cm

135 x 29,5 cm

135 x 29,5 cm

135 x 29,5 cm

8 x 135 cm
3,186 m2
horizontal installation

135 x 29,5 cm

Oak Wood

Nord Wood Gold

Ash Wood

4 x 270 cm
3,186 m2
vertical installation

135 x 29,5 cm

WOOD

135 x 29,5 cm

135 x 29,5 cm

135 x 29,5 cm

135 x 29,5 cm
270 x 29,5 cm

AVAILABLE TEXTURES

AVAILABLE TEXTURES

Stone

Wood

8 x 135 cm
3,186 m2
horizontal installation

135 x 29,5 cm

135 x 29,5 cm

135 x 29,5 cm

Concrete

Wood Carbon

4 x 270 cm
3,186 m2
vertical installation

Snowy Wood

8 x 135 cm
3,186 m2
horizontal installation
Wood Vintage

Stone Anthracite

Loft Rusty

Stone Moon

Loft Concrete

STONE
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Wood Brandy

Grey Stone

Terrazzo

Desert Stone

Stone Misty

Stone Ivory

8 x 135 cm
3,186 m2
horizontal installation

Nord Wood Grey

AVAILABLE TEXTURES

4 x 270 cm
3,186 m2
vertical installation

135 x 29,5 cm
270 x 29,5 cm
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LIST OF DECORS
AVAILABLE TEXTURES

Flat

Flat

Textile

9 x 135 cm
3,584 m2
horizontal installation

135 x 29,5 cm

135 x 29,5 cm

GRAPHICS

135 x 29,5 cm

135 x 29,5 cm

RAL 000 75 00

Retro Grey

Tweed

4 x 270 cm
3,186 m2
vertical installation

4 x 270 cm
3,186 m2
vertical installation

RAL 060 60 10

Mustard
Yellow
RAL 070 70 40

4 x 270 cm
3,186 m2
vertical installation

Flat

RAL 075 80 10

RAL 060 70 10

Pastel Pink
RAL 050 70 20

Dark
Cool Grey

Cold Beige
RAL 070 85 05

RAL 060 70 05

4 x 270 cm
3,186 m2
vertical installation

Paper

RAL 210 60 20

Warm Taupe

RAL 9010

Dots

Blue Sea

Grey Blue

Pastel Blue

You need 2 cartons
to create the pattern.

RAL 7016

RAL 240 60 10

Warm White

RAL 240 70 10

Flat
Dark
Graphite

Pastel
Green
270 x 29,5 cm

RAL 170 50 15

Cold Taupe

135 x 29,5 cm

You need 2 cartons to
create a Geometric
pattern.

4 x 270 cm
3,186 m2
vertical installation
Concrete Art

Geometric Cafe

Geometric Light

Geometric Green
135 x 29,5 cm

9 x 135 cm
3,584 m2
horizontal installation

RAL 000 50 00

Dark Beige

Wood

135 x 29,5 cm

Deep
Warm Taupe

Textile

135 x 29,5 cm

4 x 270 cm
3,186 m2
vertical installation

AVAILABLE TEXTURES
Cold
Light Grey

AVAILABLE TEXTURES

Summer
Green

AVAILABLE TEXTURES

RAL 130 70 20
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135 x 29,5 cm
270 x 29,5 cm

UNICOLOUR

RAL 000 85 00

135 x 29,5 cm

Scotch

You need 2 cartons to
create a Monster and
Houses pattern.

135 x 29,5 cm

Green Tartan

Houses

In the carton you will
find 4 patterns of
2 pieces each

8 x 135 cm
3,186 m2
horizontal installation
Blue Tartan

8 x 135 cm
3,186 m2
horizontal installation
Monstera

Knits Warm Grey

AVAILABLE TEXTURES

Bio White

135 x 29,5 cm

AVAILABLE TEXTURES

Light Grey

135 x 29,5 cm

Knits Cool Grey

TEXTILE

Knits Beige

GRAPHICS

4 x 300 cm
3,54 m2
vertical installation

RAL 110 93 05
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